Effects of preceding movements and contractions on the tonic vibration reflex of human finger extensor muscles.
The vibration sensitivity of feline muscle spindle endings is known to vary as a result of preceding muscle conditioning manoeuvres. If similar after-effects occur in man they should be expected to influence the strength of the tonic vibration reflex (TVR). To study this issue, vibration was applied over the finger extensor tendons of 11 volunteers who actively held their fingers in a semi-extended position. The TVR, measured as electromyographic responses and angular deflections at the metacarpophalangeal joints, was found to be stronger when the extensors prior to the test had been contracted in a shortened position than when they had been contracted in a stretched position. This difference was reduced when the vibration stimulus was preceded by a strong extensor contraction in the test position. The antigravity extensor EMG activity required to keep the fingers in the test position was weaker when the conditioning contraction was performed at a short muscle length than when it was performed at a long muscle length. The variations in magnitude of the TVR can be attributed to 'thixotropic' properties of intrafusal muscle fibres, resulting in a slack following conditioning at a long muscle length. The different EMG levels required for position holding can be explained by similar properties of extrafusal muscle fibres. In conclusion, the results demonstrate the importance of taking the 'history of movement' into account in the design of all TVR studies.